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Editors Spot
Welcome to the July /
August Mercury.

It has been great to see so
many members attend our
monthly meetings using Zoom. The
front cover shows some of those
attending the June meeting (I hope no-
one feels they are in too embarrassing a
pose!). It is unclear when we might
return to having meetings in person at
Shurdington Social Centre, and what
precautions we may have to make. I
suspect it may be some time off yet...

It has been nice to get some good
weather in the past couple of months,
though a little ironic that I am listening
to the rained-off cricket on Test Match
Special which is a staple of a normal
summer (the cricket being rained off, of
course!). Unfortunately with the short
nights of darkness I have not been able
to do much observing, though I have
been doing some summer maintenance
and updating of my observatory - which
now sports new ‘go-faster’ wheels with
proper bearings that make it a lot easier
to move around. I have also installed a
new lighting system to replace the old
Christmas tree lights.

I also constructed a Solargraph - a pin-
hole camera which images the Sun onto a
piece of photographic printing paper
which is exposed for about six months
(to the next solstice). We’ll see how that
turns out around Christmas!

I am looking forward to the Members
Night in August - it’s a great chance for
members to give a short talk on
something that interests them. If you
would like to speak please get in touch
with Neil or Mark.

And of course I am always looking for
new material to include in Mercury.
Articles (long or short), anecdotes,
photos, anything that you’d like to share
with the wider membership.

Clear, dark skies, Callum
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Society meetings coming up
8 August –Members Night (Zoom video conference)

12 September – Pete Williamson: “Whirlpools in Space – The Birr
Telescope (Earl of Rosse)” (Zoom video conference)
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Greetings to all our members who have
remained with us throughout this
extended lockdown period due to the
Coronavirus pandemic. It is unfortunate
that we cannot yet have our monthly
meetings together at the hall and enjoy
the tea and biscuits together while
chatting, but we do remain as active as
we can be for the present.

Our monthly meetings using Zoom have
continued to be very successful and well
attended. There have been some
interesting talks produced using Zoom.
In April, Mark Gibbons gave us a talk
bringing us up to date on Fast Radio
Bursts. In May Neil talked about
Globular Clusters, while in June James
Fradgley gave two talks, one on Black
Holes and the other on the signiicance
of the 21cm Hydrogen spectral line. Our
July meeting features a Zoom talk by
Chris Lintott and should be well worth
hearing. Members have been good at
using the chat feature to ask questions of
the speaker at the end of the talk. I am
grateful to all of the speakers for
adapting to the dificult circumstances
and managing to produce talks in this
new way that enables the members to
still enjoy the sessions. This has enabled
the society to continue to function
throughout.

Observing at this time of year is always
more limited with the short nights
around the solstice. However, the
abundant sunshine we have been

experiencing provides many
opportunities for solar observations.
Unfortunately, the Sun remains
stubbornly quiet at the moment. It also
appears to be in lockdown! Some
members have photographed some
beautiful Noctilucent clouds recently and
we should remain on the lookout for
these. Jupiter is approaching opposition
and so I hope that members may obtain
some good photographs of this in the
months ahead. Its southern declination
does mean that it will be very low in the
sky, making it a tough object for those,
like me, whose southern sky is rather
obscured.

Our bi-monthly magazine Mercury,
continues to be produced and our thanks
must go to Callum Potter, the new editor,
for taking this on. Please continue to
write articles and take photographs for
Mercury and send them to the editor so
that he can continue to produce it for our
enjoyment. I urge all members to
register online so that they can enjoy
reading Mercury in full colour.

I wish all our members a safe and
enjoyable summer and urge you to join
our Zoom meetings each month. I do
hope that we can meet in person again
later in the year, depending on the state
of this pandemic. In the meantime, stay
safe and keep observing.

Coordinators Report
By Neil Havard (Coordinator)

Oficers of the Society
Contact forms are available on the
society website under About /
Committee / Contact Us.

• Neil Havard – Co-ordinator
• Malcolm Mitchell - Membership

Secretary

• Paul Broadhead – Treasurer
• Mark & Denise Gibbons - Events

Organisers
• Callum Potter - Mercury Editor
• Dave Miller - temporary Website

Manager
• Sue Kear – Secretary
• Susan Snow - Observing Director
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The Romans’ pre-Julian calendar
By Alan Jordan

Before the Julian calendar
was introduced on 1st January
45BC, the Roman year was
divided into 12 months –
March, May, July and October
had 31 days each, February 28
and the rest 29 each, making
a total of 355, a day more
than the lunar year. January
was the beginning of the
calendar year, March the
beginning of the civil year.

The irst day of every month
was the Kalends. The ifth day
in the short months, the
seventh in the long months,
was the Nones and the Ides
were on the thirteenth day in
the short months and the
ifteenth in the long ones.

Dates were reckoned as the number of
days before the Kalends, Nones or Ides –
not as a numerical sequence from the
beginning of the month. So, March 16th
was the seventeenth day before the
Kalends of April: ante diem xvii Kalendas
Apriles.

Whereas the Greeks made up the extra
days between the lunar and solar year by
inserting an extra month of thirty days
three times in an eight-year period, the
Roman solution was different. An extra-
intercalary month of 22 days was
inserted into the calendar every other
year into February, between the 23rd and
the 24th. The intercalary month
consisted of the extra 22 days plus the 5
left over from February (which had been
shortened), making a month of 27 days.
However, the sequence of irregular years
did not take place automatically – notice
had to be given by the College of Pontiffs
in whose ield of responsibility the
calendar lay. They did not always do it
and, indeed, 46BC had to be extended by
three intercalary months to bring the
calendar into line and lasted for 445
days.

The seven-day week, dating back to the
Babylonians, did not feature in the
Roman scheme of things. From early
times in Rome every eighth day was
market day, called Nundinae, ie ninth day
affairs, because when they counted the
Romans included both terminal igures.
So, in Roman eyes the difference
between, say, 3 and 5 was 3 (3,4,5), not 2.
The days were lettered A through H. As
the number of days in a year was never
divisible by eight and as series of letters
stated afresh on 1st January each year,
the letter indicating market day would be
different each year. There was no
concept of a day of rest, or a weekend:
some Roman writers stigmatised the
Jewish observance of the Sabbath as a
decadent gloriication of idleness.

The length of a Roman day varied
throughout the year. Daylight was
divided into 12 hours and darkness into
another 12. Only at the equinoxes was
each of the 24 hours of equal length.
Noon, however, was always the sixth
hour of the day and midnight the sixth
hour of the night. This system of
reckoning time survived long past
antiquity until reliable clocks were
widely available.

A reproduction of the fragmentary Fasti Antiates
Maiores (c. 60 bc) from wikipedia. Black and white
image of a 1 m high by 2.5 m wide fragmentary fresco of
a pre-Julian Roman calendar (black and red letters on a
white background) found in the ruins of Nero's villa at
Antium (Anzio). [Ed.]
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JULY 12th TO SEPTEMBER 11th

I fear that during this period it is the
morning sky that wins hands down for
planetary spectacular but at the end of
the period Jupiter and Saturn rise early
enough to give some clues as to what is
to follow in the autumn and winter. Be
patient! For those of you who are
prepared to lose (lots of) sleep I will
include the best events as no doubt
astronomy is indeed a frustrating hobby
at the best of times! Good luck anyway!

Incidentally as you gaze at that night sky
spare a thought for all those space craft
heading towards Mars ! We have
Europe’s ExoMars Rover competing with
the US NASA Mars 2020 Rover, plus a
Chinese lander and rover whilst the
Middle East has the Hope Mission from
the United Arab Emirates!

We wish them all well

Sunday July 12th B
That bright ‘star’ above the Moon this
morning is Mars

Wednesday 15th July B
This morning Jupiter is at its closest to
the Earth, a mere 619 kms away !

Friday 17th July B P
This morning before sunrise look to the
East and marvel at the crescent Moon
above and between Venus and the
Hyades.

Saturday 18th July TP
If you have a clear North East horizon
seek out the crescent Moon as it moves
in front of CRAB NEBULA starting at 3.25
am and ending an hour later. Venus will
be close by.

Tuesday 21st July B
One week after Jupiter, Saturn will be at
its closest to the Earth at 1346 Million
kms distant. It is daunting to think that
Saturn would FLOAT if you could ind a

bowl of water to put it on (!) and that it
has at least 62 Moons whilst the rings
around it if they could be placed around
the Earth would reach as far out as our
Moon !! And a inal thoughtÖ it rotates
on its axis at such a speed that starting at
midnight you would be back where you
started at just after 10.30 AM!! It means
that the winds we observe are travelling
at speeds up to 1800 kms AN HOUR!!

AUGUST

We open this month with the main
planets still in the Morning sky but
Jupiter and Saturn are slowly
encroaching on the late evening sky with
Mars not far behind. Venus and Mercury
are in the morning sky.

The Moon will ruin views of the Perseid
meteor shower on the night of August
12/13.

But I am going to give you a month off of
bothering with the Morning sky (!) and
just say that my old friends Jupiter and
Saturn will be rising early enough to join
the Moon in the evening sky to the East
in the irst week of August especially the
1st and 2nd of August and again at the
end of the month!

SEPTEMBER

Jupiter and Saturn rule the evening sky
this month so Do watch them slowly
slowly get closer together in line of sight
in readiness for The Big Event in
December!

Meanwhile the Moon dominates the
evening sky in the irst ten days of the
month ruining views of fainter objects!

Saturday/Sunday 5th and 6th
September B
The Moon is close to Mars on these two
evenings in the Eastern sky.

And that is it for this period.

Dates for your diary
By Tony Ireland
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Noctilucent Cloud Season Arrives!
With decent weather over the past few weeks, members were out
with their cameras to record some magniicent displays of this
unusual summer phenomenon. James Weightman captured
these splendid images on 2020 June 21
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We’ve had some terriic photos
and images sent in over the
past couple of months.

Please send in your images to
showcase here.

From Susan Snow

Venus in the Pleiades, 2020 April 3 Supernova in M61, 2020 May 13

Moon on 2020 May 28. Taken with a DSLR connected to the Celestron Nexstar 8SE. It
brings out the colour well.

Me
mb
ers

Pho
tos
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M101 by Neil
Havard

Using a
remote
telescope in
The Sierra
Remote Observatory in
California.The telescope
is a 622mm relector.
The photo was taken on
the 24th May and
comprises 4 images each
of 6 minutes. The images
are in luminance and also
red, green and blue
ilters. These were then
stacked using Pixinsight.

Lunar Features by John Fletcher

Taken on 2020 June 1.
Canon 500mm prime lens.
Canon x 1.4 Mk3 extender.
Canon 90D aps-c camera.
Hand held resting on a bean
bag.Average data: f/5.6 - 1/800

sec - ISO 640 - 1120mm Focal
length.

The Straight Wall
Plato and Mare Imbrium

Clavius
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James Weightman

Placing myself very carefully in the shadow of my house I took a
picture of the bright sky about 3 degrees east of the sun. Although
not visible to me in the bright sky I did just manage in one shot to
capture the ghostly thin crescent amongst all the foreground
detritus loating in the wind. For real stars(!) I have included a
corresponding SOHO satellite view of the planet as well as the
Hyades cluster in the current vicinity of the Sun. (Nikon Coolpix
P1000; 1/2000 sec. 1100mm (35mm equiv.) focal length.)
Taken 2020 06 01

Showing the zoom capabilities
of the Nikon Coolpix P1000

The Moon was taken from
bedroom window at 4am on
2020 May 15.

Health Warning! This is a tricky observation to make and great care needs to
be taken when trying to image Venus with the Sun up in the sky [Ed.]
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Mount Tufley Observatory.
IAU code J93. UK

An autobiography by John R Fletcher F.R.A.S.

Since I lost my website due to it being
closed down many have asked me about
some of my experiences over the years
with my astronomy. I cannot include
everything but you might ind this short
autobiography taken off my past website
of interest.

I have been an amateur astronomer now
for some 47 years(to year 2016). My irst
interest was when Apollo eleven touched
down in July 1969. A pair of binoculars
bought for a Christmas present soon
after started me off observing the Moon
and bright starields. It was not long after
that I had purchased my irst telescope
and saw the rings of Saturn for the irst
time which was wonderful. Since then I
have often spent some 60 hours per week
involved with the subject.

I have a grow up Daughter and Son and I
have nine Grand children. They are all
boys except one girl called Mia. The
youngest a grandson was born in late
June 2011. I also have a Great
Granddaughter. They are all between ive
years and twenty seven years of age,
(2016).

I enjoy being retired as I have more time
for everyone and also I can spend more
time doing what I enjoy most.
Astronomy.

My full time job over the years was that
of a Gloucester Postman working for

Royal Mail (formerly the
GPO). This I did for some 40 years and 6
months from September 8th 1963 to
March 20th 2004. I was asked to promote
many astronomy stamp issues for Royal
Mail. See: Astronomy Stamp Issue.

My other hobbies are Microscopy, mainly
studying Freshwater biology and also
Micro fossils collected from beaches and
silt on river beds. I am a member of The
Gloucestershire Geological trust and love
Geology. I also enjoy microscopy, in
particular the study of freshwater biology
and protozoans. I have a passion for
photography of all natures living
wonders, in particular birds. I am a full
member of The WWT Slimbridge and The
British Trust for Ornithology and love
Bird watching. I go ishing, walking,
gardening, love home cooking, and also I
have a lovely bird aviary and keep within
many ine canaries, foreign inches,
diamond doves. My small wildlife pond is
full of Newts and Frogs and many other
of natures amazing creatures. I am
considered an experienced amateur
astronomer and practical observer and
enjoy teaching the subject.

My own quote:

"To teach Astronomy to our children at a
very young age will no doubt widen their
horizons more than any other subject
known to mankind"
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Royal invites. A great honour.

I was honoured to be invited by His
Royal Highness The Prince of Wales to a
garden party at Highgrove House in
Gloucestershire in July 1993. It was a
wonderful experience and not having a
partner I took dear Mother with me.We
were accompanied around the gardens
by Prince Charles talking freely about
environment issues such as light
pollution seen over cities.

In November 1999 I was invited to
luncheon in the presence of Her Majesty
The Queen and His Royal Highness The
Duke Of Edinburgh at the Mansion
House in London. Some 400 individuals
from all walks of life and every ield of
endeavour were nominated for their
achievements throughout the century.To
meet so many famous people in one
event was an amazing experience. One
could watch television for a decade or
more and not see so many celebrities. I
thank the Lord Mayor and lady Mayoress
The Lord and Lady Leven of Portsoken
for their gracious invitation.

On the 17th to 18th of August 2001 by
kind invite I was honoured to visit and
stay with Sir Patrick Moore at his home.

I visited and stayed at Patricks on
hundreds of occasions right up until
three weeks before he sadly passed away
in December 2012.

A very memorable event was the Venus
transit of the 8th June 2004 where a
hundred people saw the transit from
Patrick's observatory at his home
Farthings in West Sussex.

The weather was so kind to us all and
the views through lots of telescopes
were spectacular.

On a more sad note a bad Salmonella
poisoning put Patrick in hospital at the
end of June. I had travelled down to visit
him in hospital on the 27th June. He was
so ill at the time and to take some of his
worries away I offered to stay at his
home and house mind. Not to forget his
little cat Jeannie being cared for. I

enjoyed house minding for my friend
and such a great man. I spend many
nights alone in his wonderful
astronomical library. Photographs and
honorary doctorate certiicates are
everywhere and I took many dozens of
the great mans phone calls for about 14
days. He was inally released from
Chichester hospital and was well again. I
was at “Farthing” his home mostly alone
for three weeks. This in all was an
experience I will never ever forget. I got
to speak to so many well known people
and also some very famous and great
friends of Patrick's. Patrick did so much
for British astronomy and was an active
observer throughout the whole of his
life. He had the honour of running the
longest BBC TV program called "The Sky
at Night" and had written over 100 books
on the subject. See Article on my earlier
visit.

Observing:

For many years I studied the planets
Mars and Venus but eventually decided
to switch to Deep Sky work, especially
astrophotography. One early
observational success was to become the
4th BAA (British Astronomical
Association) member to recover Comet
Halley at 14th magnitude in 1985 using
a 21.6cm relector. See picture of 14th
magnitude Halleys comet

My own observatory, "Mount Tufley
Observatory" was Oficially inaugurated
by TV astronomer Heather Couper. It is
now equipped with a Meade LX200
which is fully computerised. It is very
fast and easy to ind objects quickly
using the built in database and the "go-
to" object command. I use the British
made Starlight Express SX-VR-H9 CCD
imaging camera. Both telescope and
CCD camera are network linked from the
observatory to my home study. The
telescope can be sent commands via
software to ind, centre and image any
object in seconds from any remote
location via the Internet.

I also had occasion to use the largest
optical relecting telescope in UK which
is at St Andrews University in Scotland
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by kind invite of an undergraduate
student at the time and great friend to
this day Andy Packer. The James Gregory
relector has a main mirror of 37 inches
in diameter.

By 1982 I had captured the interest of
people from far and wide. In 1984 I had a
sudden visit by several members of "The
Cotswold Astronomical Society"
Gloucestershire UK. I have to thank a
certain member for naming my
observatory Mount Tufley. It is not sited
on a mount incidentally. I had also
become very involved with many
astronomy groups. I became a branch
coordinator for the Cotswold AS. See
picture of the 1st CAS star party held at
Mount Tufley. I am also a member of
the British Astronomical Association
and was elected into the Royal
Astronomical Society in January 1990. I
am also a member of "The Astronomer".
The "TA "as it is known correlates the
pro-amateur work World wide and
supplies the latest discovery news and
observations. I am also a member of the
"Society for Popular Astronomy" For
nearly a decade I was their Deep Sky

director. Over the years I often receive
interesting letters. Take for example the
Monk who had seen a bright shooting
star from the famous Prinknash Abbey
in the Cotswolds. Or the request by a
naval oficer for my photograph of
Halleys comet taken in 1985 which was
to travel the high seas aboard the
aircraft carrier the HMS Illustrious.
Other events such as the 1985 National
Astronomy week that was organised
mainly by local astronomical societies
all over UK. I and members of the
Cotswold AS had their rewards. One
night some 88 people viewed Halleys
comet at my observatory in the one
night alone. On that evening I held a
young disabled girl with great dificulty
at the eyepiece whilst her parents gave
her extra support. She exclaimed "I can
see a tiny grey blob". My answer was she
was looking at Halley's comet. It is this
sort of thing that makes me tick.

To be continued...

[Part 2 to follow in the next issue of
Mercury]

For Sale
20+ year old Celestron NexStar 1250 mm f/10 telescope
(125mm aperture). Condition good other than an age
degraded LC display.
The package on offer for a negotiable £250 consists of the
basic Celestron telescope; a semi rigid carrying case; a
sturdy tripod; a PLOSSL 25mm eyepiece; a diagonal
eyepiece adaptor; a red dot star pointer/locator; a car
cigarette socket power lead; a computer interface lead.

If interested contact the Editor (Callum Potter ) who will
put you in touch with the seller. The Society has not been
able to look at this telescope so cannot vouch for it.


